The synthesis of "optimal" compromise sum and difference patterns subject to arbitrary sidelobe bounds is addressed by means of a simple and effective sub-arraying technique based on the optimal excitation method. The obtained results positively compare with those from state-of-the-art methods both in terms of performances and computational indexes.
approach is used for pursuing the following task: "find the subarray configuration and the coefficients of the subarray sum signals such that the corresponding radiation pattern has a null with the maximum possible slope in a given direction, while being bounded by an arbitrary function elsewhere."
In the framework of optimal matching techniques, this contribution considers a new approach for synthesizing best compromise patterns with SLL control.
Towards this end, exploiting the property that the partition minimizing the distance between optimal and synthesized difference excitations is a contiguous partition (CP), the CP method (CPM) determines the difference solution close to the optimal Dolph-Chebyshev pattern with SLL under the user-defined threshold. Sort the reference parameters in a list
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